Background: Analysts frequently estimate health state utility values from other outcomes. Utility values like EQ-5D have characteristics that make standard statistical methods inappropriate. We have developed a bespoke, mixture model approach to directly estimate EQ-5D. An indirect method, ''response mapping,'' first estimates the level on each of the 5 dimensions of the EQ-5D and then calculates the expected tariff score. These methods have never previously been compared. Methods: We use a large observational database from patients with rheumatoid arthritis (N = 100,398). Direct estimation of UK EQ-5D scores as a function of the Health Assessment Questionnaire (HAQ), pain, and age was performed with a limited dependent variable mixture model. Indirect modeling was undertaken with a set of generalized ordered probit models with expected tariff scores calculated mathematically. Linear regression was reported for comparison purposes. Impact on cost-effectiveness was demonstrated with an existing model. Results: The linear model fits poorly, particularly at the extremes of the distribution. The bespoke mixture model and the indirect approaches improve fit over the entire range of EQ-5D. Mean average error is 10% and 5% lower compared with the linear model, respectively. Root mean squared error is 3% and 2% lower. The mixture model demonstrates superior performance to the indirect method across almost the entire range of pain and HAQ. These lead to differences in cost-effectiveness of up to 20%. Conclusions: There are limited data from patients in the most severe HAQ health states. Modeling of EQ-5D from clinical measures is best performed directly using the bespoke mixture model. This substantially outperforms the indirect method in this example. Linear models are inappropriate, suffer from systematic bias, and generate values outside the feasible range. Key words: EQ-5D; statistical methods; rheumatoid arthritis; mapping (Med Decis Making 2014;34:919-930) I n economic evaluation, it is typical for analysts to estimate quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) by administering a preference-based health utility instrument to patients as part of a clinical study.
Where no such instrument has been included in the clinical study, analysts regularly attempt to estimate the relationship between health utilities and some measure of outcome that has been included in the clinical studies by making use of other data sets. If other studies exist in which patients have completed both a health utility instrument and the clinical outcome measure, then there exists the possibility of statistically estimating the relationship between the two. This process bridges the gap between the evidence required for the economic analysis and that available from the studies of clinical effectiveness and has variously been referred to as ''mapping,'' ''cross-walking,'' and ''transfer to utility. '' 1 This is widely undertaken in economic evaluation. In a recent review of economic analyses submitted to the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) in the UK, 22% were found to incorporate such approaches. 2 There are of course other reasons why analysts may wish to estimate health state utility values as a function of a range of different explanatory variables. For example, health utility instruments are increasingly accepted as performance measures in their own right and can be used to make comparisons between providers, interventions, and conditions. There has therefore been a corresponding increase in such analyses.
However, health state utility data have several features that raise statistical challenges. They are right limited at 1 (full health), are left limited at the worst health state, and, in some cases, have gaps and multimodal distributions. Linear regression, although in widespread use, 3 is not appropriate in this situation and leads to biased results. We have previously developed a bespoke approach to direct modeling of EQ-5D data 4, 5 that reflects all of these characteristics and does not suffer from the systematically poor fit associated with other simple methods.
An alternative approach is an indirect method that has been referred to as ''response mapping. '' 6 This approach has again been tested using the EQ-5D as the outcome of interest. Five separate equations are used to estimate the probability of being in each of the 3 levels for the different domains of health covered by EQ-5D. Expected tariff score values are then derived from these regressions as a separate second step. Although there is mixed evidence regarding the performance of this approach compared with linear regression, it does have intuitive appeal since it is more closely related to the actual data generation process for EQ-5D.
The direct approach based on bespoke mixture models and the indirect approaches have never previously been compared with each other. This paper provides that comparison using a very large data set from patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) that includes the UK EQ-5D tariff score as a dependent variable. It estimates the impact of using these different methods to estimate the cost-effectiveness of rituximab in methotrexate-intolerant patients, using an existing decision model.
METHODS

Statistical Models
Direct models for EQ-5D tariff scores. We estimated 2 types of direct models. The first is a simple linear regression with random effect (Model 1):
where y it represents the EQ-5D tariff score for individual i at time t. b is a (K 3 1) vector of coefficients, x 9 it is a row vector of the within-and between-level covariates, e it is the within-subject random variation assumed independent and identically distributed (IID) N(0, s 2 e ), u i is an individual random error that is N(0, s 2 u ), and e it is independent of u i . The linear model thus assumes conditional normality, and it is this assumption that is unlikely to be appropriate given the distribution of EQ-5D.
The second approach is a modified version of the model described by Hernández and others 4 (Model 2). The general approach is based on 2 innovations to reflect key features of the typical EQ-5D tariff distribution. First, EQ-5D is a limited dependent variable: Values cannot exceed 1 (full health) or be lower than 20.594 (the ''pits'' state valuation) and there tends to be a mass of observations, at least at the upper extreme. The lower bound for feasible values has been added to the previous version of this model. Tobit-type models were originally intended to deal with such limited dependent variables, 7 although they are often used in a manner more applicable to censored dependent variables, which is clearly not the case in relation to health state utilities. However, in the case of the UK EQ-5D, there is the additional feature that any health state less than full health scores a maximum of 0.883; that is, there is a substantial gap between full health and all other health states. This is a feature that appears in many international EQ-5D tariffs, although of course the maximum score varies. For example, the US tariff has a maximum at 0.86. 8 Therefore, the following adaptation was made to the limited dependent variable distribution. y it is assumed to be equal to 1 if the latent variable y Ã it is greater than 0.883 and equal to y Ã it otherwise. The distribution can be expressed as follows:
where y it represents the EQ-5D tariff score for individual i at time t and b is a vector of coefficients, which includes a random intercept b 0 that varies with individual characteristics z i . The e it values are the within-subject random variations, each assumed IID N(0,s 2 e ); u i is an individual random error N(0, s 2 u ); and the e it values are independent of u i .
This demonstrates that the EQ-5D value is a composite of the latent variable y Ã it and the probability of being either in excess of 0.883 or less than 20.594. Strictly speaking, the EQ-5D generates 243 discrete values across its range. However, all the gaps except for that between full health and 0.883 are relatively small. Therefore, our approach treats the remainder of the distribution as continuous.
The second innovation is to use the adjusted, limited dependent variable distribution in a mixture model. Such models combine a number of different component distributions to form a new density. Mixtures are an extremely flexible and convenient manner in which complex distributions (such as EQ-5D) can be analyzed in a semi-parametric manner. Mixtures are often thought of in the context of multimodal densities, associating each mode to just one component. However, mixtures of normal distributions can take a broad range of shapes and have the flexibility to approximate, for example, unimodal skewed or kurtotic distributions. Although mixture models have been in widespread use to identify different latent classes or groups within the data, this is not the purpose of our analysis. For this reason we refer to ''mixture models'' rather than ''latent class'' models.
Classification of an observation into a particular component is modeled using a multinomial logit. Thus, the conditional probability of any observation belonging to class c can be written as
where w 0 it is a vector of variables that affect the probability of component membership, and q c is the vector of corresponding coefficients.
One problem with estimating mixture models is that the likelihood becomes infinite as the variance of one of the components tends to zero if, for example, there are a large number of observations at a single point (the mass of observations at one, in our case), making any inference based on the likelihood unreliable. Our adjusted limited dependent variable distribution overcomes this problem as it correctly turns the component of ones into a probability mass as the variance decreases, without the requirement that there has to be a separate component of ones. This problem might also appear if a component is being fitted to a small number of very similar observations, usually signaling either an attempt to fit too many components or a problem locating the global maximum away from the unbounded region. We have not come across this problem in this data set, but from our extensive experience, setting a reasonable lower bound on the component variances and using a global optimization algorithm is sufficient to overcome the problem of locating the consistent maximum.
Indirect model for EQ-5D: response mapping. The third model (Model 3) that we estimate is derived from a set of 5 random effects generalized ordered probits, 1 for each dimension of EQ-5D. Each of these models predicts for each observation the probability of selecting each level in that dimension. It has been found in the literature 6 that the standard ordered models (probits or logits) are not flexible enough as they assume the same coefficients for the explanatory variables across the different categories (parallel line assumption). This has led researchers in this area to use a multinomial logit model instead. 6, [9] [10] [11] This relaxes the parallel line assumption but at the expense of ignoring the ordinal nature of the dependent variable. However, there exists a generalization of the standard ordered probit model that relaxes the parallel line assumption while still taking into account the natural ordering in the dependent variable (see, for example, Maddala 12 ). Let q s it denote a 3-point ordered discrete dependent variable for each of the 5 dimensions of EQ-5D, s = {mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain, anxiety and depression}. The conditional probabilities of observing the 3 outcomes, q s it , for each of the 5 s dimensions of EQ-5D can be written as
where x it includes all variables and an intercept term and u s i is an IID normally distributed mean zero, variance s 2 us individual error term. Conditional on all q s it for each individual, EQ-5D, y it , can be calculated by using the standard tariff values for the relevant question, in this case the UK tariff.
These models predict the individual probabilities for each of the dimension scores (q s it ). The expected EQ-5D tariff score is calculated as the average of all the 243 possible combinations of the 5 EQ-5D dimensions, weighted by their corresponding estimated probabilities. Note that in this paper we calculate the expected values mathematically.
All models were estimated using maximum likelihood methods. The random effects regression and the random effects generalized ordered probits were estimated using STATA v11. The random effects generalized ordered probit was estimated using the REGOPROB module for STATA. 13 We programmed the rest of the analyses and data simulations using GAUSS v11 (Aptech Systems Inc.) and used a global optimization method (simulated annealing 14, 15 ) in the first instance, switching to local optimization methods to ensure identification of the true maximum of the likelihood function for the direct model.
Models were refined and compared using a variety of different tools. Penalized likelihood measures (Akaike information criterion and Bayesian information criterion) were used as a guide to the optimal model selection within each class of models. The Bayesian information criterion in particular was used to guide the optimal number of components in the mixture model since there is considerable support for its use in this setting 16, 17 and the regularity conditions do not hold for the usual test statistics.
Mean absolute error (MAE) and the root mean squared error (RMSE) are simple summary measures of fit used to compare across models, including by subsections of the data distribution. Both are relatively insensitive given the utility scale in this situation and the heterogeneity in individual-level data but have been widely used in the ''mapping'' literature and are therefore also reported here.
Monte Carlo simulation was also used to generate data from each of the 3 model types. This provides a further method for model comparison. It generates data values that can be used to assess the face validity of the data-generating process implied by the model and allows comparisons with the observed data. Importantly, these simulated values are those that would be used in a patient-level cost-effectiveness model, and in RA many models do adopt this level of analysis. [18] [19] [20] The generation of nonfeasible values, for example, is an important issue for analysts to consider, in addition to those of general model fit for the average. A thousand simulated values were produced for each model.
Data Set
Data were provided by the US National Data Bank for Rheumatic Diseases (NDB). The NDB is a not-forprofit rheumatic disease research databank in which patients complete detailed self-report questionnaires at 6-month intervals. 21 Eligible patients in this study were those with RA who had completed a biannual survey for events occurring between 1 July 2002 and 22 November 2010.
At each assessment, demographic variables were recorded including sex, age, ethnic origin, education level, current marital status, medical history, and total family income. Patients also completed the Health Assessment Questionnaire Disability Index (HAQ), including pain on a visual analogue scale (VAS) scored from 0 to 100 and EQ-5D, among other items. The HAQ is based on patient reporting of the degree of difficulty the patient has experienced over the past week in 8 categories: dressing and grooming, arising, eating, walking, hygiene, reach, grip, and common daily activities. It is scored in increments of 0.125 between 0 and 3 (although it is standard to consider it fully continuous), with higher scores representing greater degrees of functional disability. There is a de facto mandatory requirement for its inclusion in RA clinical trials, and it is also widely used as the driver for many economic models. [18] [19] [20] UK EQ-5D tariff values (or ''index scores'') were applied for this analysis to aid comparison with results from previous studies.
A total of 103,867 observations were included in the total data set from 16,011 patients. Missing data occurred in 3469 observations and were excluded in the statistical models. The size of the data set dwarfs that which is typical of most ''mapping'' studies and provides a good example in which to test competing methods because patients spanned the full range of HAQ, pain, and EQ-5D values. Still, very few patients were observed in the most extreme severity HAQ health state; only 1244 observations (1.2%) from 528 patients had a HAQ exceeding 2.5, and just 152 observations (0.15%) from 64 patients had a HAQ of 3. Figure 1A displays the distribution of the EQ-5D summary score, which demonstrates features typical of data from numerous different disease areas; that is, there is a mass of observations at full health with 2 further distinct elements below. Figure 1B shows the distribution of responses within each of the 5 domains of the EQ-5D descriptive system. Only a small proportion of the respondents are at level 3 on any of the dimensions, although the greatest proportion is in the domain of pain and discomfort.
Cost-effectiveness. Sharma and others 22 developed a decision analytic cost-effectiveness model to compare rituximab with nonbiologic drug therapy in patients intolerant to methotrexate. For illustrative purposes, we adapted the Excel model so that utility values were calculated from the 3 statistical models estimated in this paper. We considered 2 subgroups of patients defined by starting functional disability (HAQ of 0.5 and 2).
RESULTS
The optimal linear regression specification included HAQ and HAQ-squared, pain, gender, age, and age-squared as explanatory variables. Age entered the model as the difference in age from the mean of the sample (62.82) divided by 10. Table 1 provides details.
A 4-component mixture model was selected as the optimal model. Each of the components includes HAQ and HAQ-squared, pain, age, and age-squared as explanatory variables, although it can be seen that these are not always statistically significant and the magnitude of effect differs greatly between the components. Table 2 provides the coefficient values for each of the classes.
The intercepts and variances of each component give an initial indication of the location (ignoring the contributions of HAQ and pain) and spread of the components. The first and fourth components tend to contribute mainly to both the mass point of ones and the main mode below (intercepts 0.8241 and 1.0220, respectively) and play a part in approximating the skewness in this top mode. The other 2 components are located lower down the scale and will tend to approximate the shape of the small mode, but note that the second component with its higher variance will also contribute to the main mode. The first component of the mixture has HAQ and pain negatively related to EQ-5D (P \ 0.000). HAQ-squared is not significant. A positive relationship with age and age-squared is demonstrated, but in the case of age-squared this is not statistically significant (P = 0.23). For the second component, the coefficients for HAQ and HAQ-squared indicate that EQ-5D decreases, by increasing amounts, as HAQ worsens. The impact of pain on EQ-5D in this group is the most pronounced of all the classes. In component 3, HAQ is negatively associated with EQ-5D and is much greater in magnitude than the positive coefficient on HAQ-squared. Pain is also negatively associated with EQ-5D. The final, fourth component shows no statistically significant relationship between EQ-5D and either age or pain. HAQ is negatively related to EQ-5D (P \ 0.05). HAQ-squared is not statistically significant.
Results for the generalized ordered probit models are shown in Table 3 . Wald tests of the parallel line assumption reject the standard model in all cases. It is not possible to interpret the coefficients of these type of models directly as the effect differs across individuals and, in general, the sign of the coefficient does not even determine the direction of the effect. We can, however, make some general statements about the effects on some of the probabilities. The conditional probability of being at level 1, ''no problems,'' decreases for variables with positive coefficients, and the probability of being at level 3, ''severe problems,'' increases. Thus, for all 5 dimensions of EQ-5D, as pain increases, the probability of being at level 1 decreases and the probability of being at level 3 increases, ceteris paribus. The interpretation for HAQ is more complex due to the inclusion of the squared term. The probability of being at level 1 decreases as HAQ increases (greater functional disability) for all dimensions except the dimension of pain/discomfort. Here, once HAQ exceeds 1.875, the probability of being in level 1 begins to increase. The probability of being at level 3 increases as HAQ rises for the EQ-5D dimensions of ''usual activities,'' ''pain,'' and ''depression/anxiety.'' This relationship also holds for ''mobility'' and ''self-care'' across most of the range of HAQ. However, the direction of the relationship reverses when HAQ is very low: below 0.5 for ''mobility'' and below 0.75 for ''self-care.'' Note that the magnitude of these changes may be negligible. Table 4 provides details of summary fit measures, and this is supplemented by Figure 2 showing how the mean of the predicted EQ-5D values by HAQ and pain contrast with the mean of the observed data. Overall, model fit is substantially better using both the adjusted mixture model and the generalized probit models compared with a simple random effects linear regression. MAE improves from 0.131 to 0.118 with the mixture model (a 10% improvement) and to 0.124 with the indirect modeling (5% improvement). RMSE is also improved and is lowest for the mixture model approach. Table 3 shows that there are substantial improvements in model fit relative to the linear model across the entire 0-3 range of HAQ. Improvements in MAE exceeding 11% are observed at both the highest and lowest ranges of functional disability when using the mixture model. There is also substantial improvement in the intermediate HAQ range. RMSE improves but since this is a less sensitive measure, the proportional improvement is lower. A similar pattern is seen across the entire range for pain. At pain scores of zero, the MAE reduces from 0.13 to 0.08, a 35% improvement. At pain scores exceeding 95, the MAE reduces from 0.23 to 0.18, a 22% improvement.
The response mapping approach also generates improvements over the linear model across the entire spectrum of functional disability, but the improvement is less than that observed for the mixture model method in the subsections presented in Table 3 . The mixture model outperforms the generalized ordered probit model approach in all sections of the data as divided in Table 3 in terms of both MAE and RMSE. The improvement is greatest at low levels of disability, where the bulk of the data are observed. Figure 2A shows that there is one section of the HAQ scale where this is not the case. When HAQ exceeds a value of approximately 2.5, the mean expected values from the generalized ordered probit model approach are closer to the observed data than the mixture approach. However, this is accompanied by a systematic underprediction of the mean in the generalized ordered probit model for HAQ scores between 2 and 2.5. Figure 2B illustrates the mean fitted values as a function of pain. This provides a clearer demonstration of the very close fitting of the mixture model to the observed data, and this is consistent across the entire pain range. The generalized ordered probit model flattens the function and as such does not fit well across large parts of the range and is particularly poor at the extremes. Where pain is zero, the MAE for the response mapping approach is 0.11 compared with 0.08 for the mixture model. For pain exceeding 95, the MAE for the response mapping approach is 0.20 versus 0.18 for the mixture model. Figure 3 compares the distribution of the observed data from the NDB with the data generated from the 3 different types of statistical models estimated. These simulations reflect individual-level variability, as is obviously present in observed data. Figure 3B clearly demonstrates that the data-generating process for EQ-5D is fundamentally different from the assumption of conditional normality that underpins the linear regression model. Here, values are generated that fall outside the feasible range. This problem is particularly acute at the higher range of values, but there are also a smaller number of values generated that fall below the minimum value of 20.594. Neither the mixture model nor the response mapping approaches can generate values outside the feasible range.
Simulated Values
The key features of the EQ-5D are present in the simulated values from the mixture model approach. Each component of the 4-class mixture is made up of the bespoke distribution, which when combined forms an overall distribution closely aligning with the trimodal EQ-5D distribution. A mass of values at full health can be observed with a clear gap to the next set of values. A trimodal distribution is evident with values for the remaining 2 elements of the distribution centered around 0.7 and 0.0. Simulated values from the response mapping approach reflect that this treats EQ-5D as fully discrete rather than continuous. Thus, the trimodal distribution generated by the mixture model approach contrasts is repeated here but with ''lumps'' within the different sections of the distribution compared with the smooth results from the mixture model. The only substantial difference between the original data and the response mapping simulated results is that the latter obtains a lower proportion of the distribution at full health.
Cost-effectiveness
For the subgroup of patients with a mean starting HAQ of 0.5, incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs) for rituximab compared with nonbiologic disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDs) were £38,441, £35,903, and £33,535 when using the linear, indirect, and mixture models, respectively. This is a 13% difference in the range of results. For the more severe subgroup with a mean starting HAQ of 2, the ICERs were £11,754, £10,315, and £12,372. This is a 20% difference across the range.
CONCLUSIONS
The EQ-5D demonstrates a number of statistical challenges that make simple off-the-shelf approaches to multivariate regression inappropriate. The poor performance of the linear regression has been observed in numerous other studies, including in RA, 4 and is confirmed again here using a very large data set. We have previously developed an approach to direct modeling of EQ-5D values that is based on a mixture of models derived from a bespoke distribution that reflects the fact that EQ-5D values are limited, in the statistical sense. This approach has previously been compared with linear and Tobit models using a data set comprising approximately 500 patients with RA. We have developed the approach and applied it to a very large data set with more than 100,000 observations. In this paper, we have developed methods for response mapping by applying an approach that recognizes the ordered nature of responses within each EQ-5D dimension. The generalized ordered probit has not previously been applied in the ''mapping'' field as far as we are aware. Our primary aim, however, is to compare the bespoke mixture model and the response mapping approaches. These direct and indirect methods are 2 fundamentally different approaches that have never previously been directly compared. Although the former directly estimates EQ-5D tariff scores, the latter uses a 2-stage approach, first estimating the probability of being on each level of the 5 separate dimensions of EQ-5D and then estimating the expected value from each of the 243 possible combinations. Both of these approaches have merit because they have been designed to generate values that reflect the principal characteristics of the process by which EQ-5D data are generated. This ought to be an important consideration in the selection of any statistical model.
Most previous applications of the response mapping approach have used multinomial logit models, treating the data as nominal, and have used a simulation method to estimate these expected values. Here we demonstrate that the true ordered nature of the data can be reflected using generalized ordered probits. This modeling approach relaxes the parallel line assumption inherent in the ordered logit and probit models. There is not a requirement for simulation methods to estimate the expectations because these can be derived mathematically as we have done here.
The response mapping approach using this specification of generalized ordered probit models substantially outperforms the linear regression in this example. Previous evidence using multinomial logit models has been equivocal. 6, [9] [10] [11] However, we also demonstrate that in this sample data set, the better performing model is the bespoke mixture. Fit is significantly better than the linear model and substantially better than the response mapping approach across the entire range of pain, EQ-5D, and HAQ with one exception: Where HAQ exceeds 2.5, the response mapping approach is closer to the mean observed values. However, only 1% of patient observations are at this extreme level of functional disability. Improvement in fit in the mixture model could be obtained by adding a greater number of components. However, this could potentially be a large increase due to the relatively small amount of data here. Adding more components will initially be more efficient where these are directed at other levels of functional disability. Furthermore, the credibility of data at this extreme is questionable. Certainly, patients would not be able to self-complete the forms if they were unable to do any of their daily activities of living, although the NDB does allow forms to be completed over the phone by interviewers or by the patient's assistance provider.
These differences matter in the context of costeffectiveness analysis, where many applications of ''mapping'' are found. We have illustrated, using an existing cost-effectiveness model, that ICERs can vary by up to 20% depending on the severity of the patient population, due to these different methods. Differences of such magnitudes clearly have potential impact on reimbursement and pricing decisions, according to the starting ICER and the precise context for the analysis. Although this data set was selected because it offers typical features of the distribution of EQ-5D with which to compare methods, it may be warranted to complete further comparisons of the mixture modeling and response mapping approaches before definitive conclusions are reached. Useful further comparisons may be undertaken both in real-life data sets and in simulation studies. No such caution is required in the case of the linear model as there is now a wealth of evidence against its use.
Despite this caution, we provide some reasons why the response mapping approach may not perform as well as the bespoke mixture model. First, there are just 3 levels in each question in the EQ-5D. Therefore, the crudeness of the instrument means that it is quite possible that large errors can occur in the estimated values. The development of the 5-level EQ-5D instrument and associated value sets may change the relative performance of such mapping methods. Second, the correlations between the models for each of the 5 levels have not been investigated here. This, together with the potential gains from using more flexible functional forms for response mapping models, is an area worthy of further investigation.
The response mapping approach does offer the potential advantage that it allows weights from any country to be applied in the second stage rather than requiring the estimation of a new function, as would be the case with all direct methods. The danger with that approach is that even where a good fit may be achieved with one set of weights, there is no guarantee that the method will perform well with a different set.
